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ABSTRACT 

 

Day by day the increasing popularity of online Book ordering system for the university 

students develop an ecommerce base Book ordering website and in this have some good 

features that how a student can order and purchase a product in this project try to make an 

online Book shopping base web application based on user comfortably. In this site have 

various types of Book item. A customer can order a product by his choice. Specially for 

purpose of DIU students who can easily see list of Book s items then by the choice of his 

own user can choose a product then this product adds to the shopping card. A user can 

delete a product from the shopping card. The project is works with user satisfaction that 

how easily a user can order and purchase product via online. In this project the management 

system is very easy and comfortable for user and easily interact with the website. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Ecommerce website is responsible for buy and sell product over internet. This website is 

an Ecommerce base website and working with ordering and selling Book over internet. 

This site has a list of first Book items. A user shows the details information about the first 

Book items. If a user choice a Book, then easily order a Book item and it to the shopping 

card. Then a user can view which items order by. Then from the list order product a user 

can remove one or more product and finally pay bill. For paying bill a user should sign up 

or sign in this site. So a student can easily purchase a product via internet. 

1.2 Objectives of the Project: 

This project mainly working on students benefit when a student wants to get first Book 

item very firstly via internet it’s very helpful. Because a student can easily place order in 

this site by his choice. It’s mainly working on user’s preferences. As a daffodilian can 

easily give an order in this website and get a first Book easily. A student can make his self-

employment by this project. A good commercial benefit has in this project when it explores 

over the internet. 

As a dynamic website it gives the priority to a user and can take place and remove order 

by his choice. The billing system also working on user’s alternative mailing platform. 

Overall it can fulfill all the criteria for make good Ecommerce website and it gives best 

option for choosing a product in the internet. So for the Daffodilian it can make impact 

very goodly and make a good platform on online Book ordering system. So finally this 

project is very helpful for all DIU students and globally it also makes good impact and 

that’s the motto of the project.  
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1.3 Organization of the project: 

This project is an Ecommerce base project mainly develop on the basis of easy Book 

ordering system for the students. In think of the criteria the website mainly focusses on user 

satisfaction and how can easily purchase a product. 

1.4 Literature Review: 

When the web concept introduced to the world that time the web has the static platform. 

Then to build a web page used html for do this. The dynamic web concept come in 1993 

since 25 years ago when the CGI (Common gateway Interface) was introduced. After that 

perl, python, ASP.NET was come to build the dynamic website. Today in web application 

has content Management System platform where a people can easily build a dynamic 

application and User can interact with the website anytime. The Ecommerce concept was 

first introduced in 1971 in the seminar “the seminar acts of ecommerce”. Day by day it was 

updated nowadays all big international company was run by the concept of ecommerce. 

Like Amazon.com, alibaba.com and all recognized international company follow the 

ecommerce concept. 

 

A remaining challenge is that the definitions of website design elements often overlap. For 

example, several studies evaluated organization by how well a website incorporates 

cognitive architecture, logical and hierarchical structure, systematic information 

arrangement and categorization, meaningful headings and labels, and keywords. However, 

these features are also crucial in navigation design. Also, the implications of using distinct 

logos and icons go beyond graphical representation. Logos and icons also establish unique 

brand/identity for the organization (purpose) and can serve as visual aids for navigation. 

Future studies are needed to develop distinct and objective measures to assess these 

elements and how they affect user engagement  

 

Given the rapid increase in both mobile technology and social media use, it is surprising 

that no studies mentioned cross-platform compatibility and social media integration. In 

2013, 34% of cellphone owners primarily use their cellphones to access the Internet, and 
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this number continues to grow. With the rise of different mobile devices, users are also 

diversifying their web browser use. Internet Explorer (IE) was once the leading web 

browser. However, in recent years, Firefox, Safari, and Chrome have gained significant 

traction. Website designers and researchers must be mindful of different platforms and 

browsers to minimize the risk of losing users due to compatibility issues. In addition, 

roughly 74% of American Internet users use some form of social media, and social media 

has emerged as an effective platform for organizations to target and interact with users. 

Integrating social media into website design may increase user engagement by facilitating 

participation and interactivity. 

 

There are several limitations to the current review. First, due to the large number of studies 

published in this area and due to this study being exploratory, we selected from the first 

100 research publications on Google Scholar search results. Future studies may benefit 

from defining design to a specific topic, set of years, or other area to limit the number of 

search results. Second, we did not quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of these website 

design elements. Additional research can help to better quantify these elements. 

 

It should also be noted that different disciplines and industries have different objectives in 

designing websites and should thus prioritize different website design elements. For 

example, online businesses and marketers seek to design websites that optimize brand 

loyalty, purchase, and profit. Others, such as academic researchers or healthcare providers, 

are more likely to prioritize privacy/confidentiality, and content accuracy in building 

websites. Ultimately, we advise website designers and researchers to consider the design 

elements delineated in this review, along with their unique needs, when developing user 

engagement strategies. 
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Chapter Three 

Theory 

3.1 Overall Description: 

3.1.1. Description: 

   A user can view the available Book products. 

   A member can purchase product via online by doing order. 

   To get a product from online a user must sign in in the website.                                              

   This website make  Book ordering system very easier. 

3.1.2. Code details: 

   Use Mongo DB Non SQL database for data Management. 

   For Back-End implementation use Node JS library and Express generator 

framework. 

   In the Front-End implementation, Use JavaScript, Bootstrap and CSS.   

3.1.3. Website page Information: 

1. Home page 

2. About page 

3. Order page 

4. Sign up page 

5. Sign In page 

6. Product Detail page 

7. Checkout page 

8. Pay Bill page 
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3.1.4. Project Flowchart: 

                         Figure3.1.4.1: DIU Book Shop Project Flow Chart                       
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3.2. DIU Book Shop System: 

 

3.2.1. Home Page: 

Home page shows all the option in this website and by which procedure and user can 

interact with this. As an online first Book shopping in has some special features shown in 

this page. 

 

 

                                              Figure3.2.1.1: Home page 
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3.2.2. Product Category:  

Product category mainly show the list of category of Book and also refers to search the 

user demandable category from the list of items. 
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3.3.3 Sub Category: 

Product Sub category mainly show the list of particularly category of Book and also refers 

to search the user demandable category from the list of items. 
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3.3.4 Product List: 

Product list mainly show the list of items and also refers to search the user demandable 

products from the list of items. Every product has own features and prize in this page.  

 

 

Figure3.2.2.1: Product List 
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3.3.4 Order List:  

Order List Show the list of customers that’s want  
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3.2.3. Sign Up page: 

This page mainly use for user management. 

 

Figure3.2.3.1: Sign up page 
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3.2.4. Sign In page: 

This page also use for user Management. 

 

Figur3.2.4.1: Sign In page 
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3.2.5. Payment Method: 

 To buy product user input valid data. 

 

 

 

Figure3.2.5.1: Bill Payment Form 
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3.3 System Requirements: 

3.3.1. Use case Diagram: 

 

 

Figure3.3.1.1: Use Case Diagram of DIU 
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Chapter Four 

Book Shop 

3.4 Database Management: 

Data management is essential for storing and retrieving data from database. For this 

project, try to make a good database management by using Mongo DB online 

database. 

3.4.1. Database illustration: 

The overall database structured created by: 

User:  A user has unique id, has a name when user want to add to the 

 database. 

Admin: An admin has unique id, has a name when Admin add to the  

     database. 

Product: product has id, name, image and product prize in the database  

                   and show this to the website. 

Order: Order has id, item and total value of order prize in the database. 

3.4.2. Database Objects: 

 

User: id, password 

Admin: id, password 

Product: product id, product name, image, product prize 

Order: order id, order item, value 
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Figure3.4.3: product Details 
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Discussion: 

DIU Book Shop is an Ecommerce base website. It has many commercial benefit and a user 

can easily be working with this website. This website can give the opportunity to the user 

to find a product very easily because the list of products shows in this website by list of 

views so easily can decide which items user want to place order. It has many commercial 

benefit for a university canteen and for a student who want to take Book very easily via 

internet. But on the other hand, it has some difficulty like It can’t priority which product 

user’s best choice. This website can’t specify by which process deliver the ship of order of 

products to the students. A student can’t first time check how easily can buy a Book item 

so the process can’t dynamically be working on payment system. But overall the project 

working nicely on user preference and the website places a good Ecommerce website.  
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Conclusion: 

This project gives the all types of facility that a user need to satisfy. By this project a student 

can order a product easily from this site. The website gives of all this by an it handles all 

customers demand and user friendliness. Finally list of view. A student nicely works with 

this website for his desire prospectus. As a dynamic website, this gives all the facility that 

should provide for a customer demand. So all the evaluation I see if i add some extra 

features in this website it will become an excellent website that a user wants. Future work 

of this website is to promote this website globally for make a demand full website in this 

country and also the world. I try to add some additional features that the project will be a 

good and efficient website around the circumstance of Ecommerce base websites. In future, 

this site can make a platform that a user can very easily interact with this from all other 

Ecommerce websites. Because try to develop a complete dynamic website which can works 

on all user preferences.  
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Appendix  

 

Basic Code of DIU Book Shop  
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